PRESS RELEASE

The 2010 Spring-Summer flight network: direct, scheduled flights to 42 domestic and international destinations from Naples

A total of 42 international and domestic routes are to be served from Naples with direct flights to the most important destinations in Europe and the US, via inter-continental service for New York from June to September.

The Naples International Airport flight network includes scheduled service to 30 international destinations and direct flights to 12 domestic destinations as well as numerous charter destinations.

For the 2010 Spring-Summer season, Naples airport had enlarged its network of direct flights in Europe and further enhanced its domestic network thanks to flights operated by Air Italy to Palermo and Milano Orio al Serio, in addition to the existing flights for Verona, Turin and Catania and Olbia (seasonal) and the Lufthansa Italia and Air One flights which have increased the number of flights to Milan Malpensa from two to three daily flights.

One of this season’s most important novelties (*see attached, detailed summary) is the new daily service operated by Lufthansa to the Frankfurt hub (as of 25 April) which will provide connections, via Frankfurt, for passengers departing from Naples to major intercontinental destinations in Asia and North America as well as Northern Europe (connecting Naples to 160 destinations in 73 countries). Additionally, Naples will be served by direct service operated by the German airline to Düsseldorf (two flights per week) and Munich.

Germany will be more easily accessible from Naples, thanks to eight, direct Air Berlin flights to Hamburg, Berlin, Cologne, Düsseldorf, Frankfurt, Hannover, Munich, Stuttgart. As of 1 April, the airline will also provide service between Naples and Zurich with three flights a week,.

**Easy Jet** – the world leader, low-cost airline - which already connects Naples and Basel, Berlin, Geneva, Liverpool, London, Paris as well as Milan Malpensa and Venice, **as of July will be operating new, direct service for Ibiza a destination very much in demand especially during the summer season.**

It should be noted that this summer, there will also be **new direct service for Nice**, operated by Air Italy which is scheduled to begin 26 July, and a **twice-weekly flight to Malta** – scheduled to begin 3 June – as well as direct, inter-continental service to the Big Apple – which will be operative from 25 June to 11 September.
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